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President’s Heads Up
Sea Trek Winter 2020
Welcome to the autumn issue of Sea
Trek. The first part of the club year after the AGM in November involved lots
of beautiful summer paddling in warm
water.

and others on a paddle. Some of these
paddlers will go on to being trip leaders
themselves, who will post more trips
and encourage new paddlers to develop their skills.

Our enjoyment of paddling became
muted as early bushfires became more
extensive and then unprecedented.
The scale and intensity of the fires was
frightening. Our hearts go out to the
club members impacted directly or indirectly by the fires and we greatly appreciate the efforts of those who were
actively involved in fighting the fires and
more recently in recovery efforts.

It is lovely to see some renewal and
growth when fires, floods and now a
worldwide pandemic are testing us.

The club also received sad news of the
recent passing of long-standing member Robin Boundy and that of one of the
club’s founding members Steve Weston.
This issue contains articles remembering Robin and Steve.
Around the same time many members
were focusing intently on their preparation for the February assessment weekend. Rolling practice became intense
and there was a lot of attention paid to
elbow positions.

Becoming philosophical - this is what
happens when you get stuck in the
house for too long and you can’t go on
an Easter paddle.
Initially deciding to suspend club trips
in response to the government’s increasing restrictions on travel and social
contact seemed excessive, however it
quickly became clear that there was no
other choice. I appreciate that there has
been support for the committee’s decision.
There is a lot of passion for sea kayaking and outdoor interests and this will
enjoy a resurgence once we are allowed
out again. With that in mind these next
months will be a good time to plan fu-

The hard work paid off and many people
gained their Intro to Sea Skills and Sea
Skills certificates. More recently another
club and committee member attained
Sea Leader grading. Congratulations to
Ron Morris!

Xmas Red Eye : Photo: Ben Flora
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A good part of the credit for these
achievements is due to our dedicated
instructors, assessors and trip leaders. We are very lucky to have so many
people be so generous with their time.
And it is great to see members moving
through the grading system to become
more accomplished and competent
paddlers who can assist the trip leader

Cape Patterson Feb 2020 : Photo: Mark Dennis

ture trips and expeditions, work on improving/maintaining fitness, and for me to finally figure out how the
tides work at the Rip and what does that mean for the
time of low water at the Point Lonsdale Beach.
The committee has been meeting via video conference
and it is working well. Penny Byron recently resigned
from the committee as her personal commitments did
not allow her to continue. I want to thank Penny for her
work on the committee last year and this year as publications officer and for her thoughtful contributions.

2
0
2
0

In the next few months, it is likely our houses will never
be cleaner and our kayaks never more prepared for
an outing as we research the perfect tow line or kayak
design. I look forward to seeing everyone on the water
again but in the meantime, I hope to see you on a video conference instead.
Cheers
Kate Alberico
VSKC President

Cover Photo
Surf Coast featuring Russell Blamey
Mick MacRobb AGM winning image
Amar Singh

Wilsons Prom : Photo: Rob Kenyon
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Editorial Musings

Red Eye : Photos : Graham Weeks
Winter is coming and many of us are land locked and
in lockdown from the Corona Virus pandemic engulfing the world in 2020. Many in the club are still active
in various ways. Some who are lucky enough to live
near the water, are off doing private paddles for exercise with social distancing in mind. While others not
so fortunate, are reading, messaging, facebooking and
staying in touch about the wonderful sport of Sea Kayaking via social media. There is always something to
discover about Sea Kayaking, even if you are not on the
water. Others are being creative whilst not paddling
and are building boats and or gadgets for the trade,
A few, are writing about their past adventures with
the club and with kayaking in general. Some of these
stories have made it into this edition of Sea Trek. We
need more to keep Sea Trek going. If you want to exercise your creative talents, then please write a story,
a poem, draw a cartoon or submit a photo or two. We
want them. Please send in stories, around the five
hundred word mark, to our Vice President, Peter Newman who’s email is listed on page 2 of this edition. Peter is also part of the Sea Trek team. Also please send
in full resolution images and ensure you attribute the
image to the person who took it. We want to acknowledge everyone who contributes to Sea Trek.
In these times of less physical action, it’s a great time
take a rest, contemplate and sharpen the pen. Those
who have been around for a while can sort through
their photos and write a short story about the great
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shot or even contact me if you want to work on the
next edition of Sea Trek. So there’s plenty to do to
keep you occupied in this sport, whilst not on the water. So please keep the stories coming and stay safe.
Editor: Ben Flora

May 2020

The Build Guild

‘built from sweat, tears, beers and composite’

As some will know Ron Morris is a keen
builder of boats. He has a graveyard of
his earlier designs relegated to a space
between his garage and neighbours
fence. Keep going Ron one day you
will find the Holy Grail kayak design. In
the meantime we have a Sea Trek competition. Name Ron’s newest design.
Please send your names and the meaning behind them to the Sea Trek Editor.
See the email address on page two.

Mark Dennis has built a number of wooden
sailing boats in the past and is now at the end
stages of creating a stitch and glue greenland
boat designed by the Corwhurst father and
son duo in the States. Watch for this boat,
it’s going to be light and beautiful.

A juggernaut of the club... Not only making his Instructor accreditation but also gets out on many club paddles,
Helmut Heinze has finally succumbed to building a boat. With his love of speed he is manufacturing a Sea Kayak
with the DNA of a ski. Momos.... It’s being meticulously crafted in the lofts of an appartment near the CBD of
Melbourne. A boat buiilt of structural styrofoam, carbon, kevlar, glass and a lot of curses!

Sea Trek 96 will feature some skin on frame (SOF) builds by Andrew Mueller and Ben Flora.
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14 Days in the Fleurieu Group
Words and photos: Richard Rawling
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Photo: Helmut Heinze
Cape Woolamai Photo : Andrew Campbell

VSKC 2019 Paddle Festival & AGM weekend at
Words : Evelyn Feller Photos : Ben Flora

As the wind howled and the rain blew sideways against
the windows of the Barwon Heads Football Club
rooms, many of us wondered what we had signed ourselves up for. Would our tents still be standing in the
morning?
Our moods picked up though as we feasted upon the
fish and chip dinner so generously provided by our
friends from Expedition Kayaks. We then spent the
rest of the evening socialising and being entertained
by some very enjoyable presentations by club members David Golightly, Richard Rawling and Dave Winkworth, and a presentation by Eddie Safarik, owner of
Sea Kayaking Bruny Island.
David Golightly regaled us with a presentation about
a sea kayaking holiday he and Heather enjoyed last
year on the Greek Island of Milos in the Aegean Sea.
Now that was the kind of holiday I would like to go on!
They did a series of day trip paddles in superb weather
along the most scenic sections of the island’s coastline.
The paddling included sea caves, tunnels and arches
and relaxation on deserted beaches. Day trips also
meant no camping and whilst I have nothing against
camping I have to say that the prospect of staying with
like-minded people in a beautiful Greek cottage and
being served fantastic Greek food and wines very night
certainly looked pretty appealing to me. For those who

would like to know more go to the following website:
www.seakayakgreece.com
Richard Rawling’s presentation was about a 30 km
guided kayak trip he did along the spectacular Na Pali
coast of the Hawaiian island of Kaua’i. This sounded
like an amazing trip. The island is heavily covered in
jungle, mountains and canyons and experiences some
of the highest rainfall in the world. The Na Pali coast is
on the NW corner of Kaua’I and has featured in many
films, notably Jurassic Park. The trip is obviously not
for the faint hearted as there is lots of rebound as well
as dumping surf, and you need to be comfortable in
paddling through several spectacular caves. You also
have to deal with the tropical heat and sun. It sounds
like an exciting trip for experienced sea paddlers. The
outfitter was Kayak Kaua’I. For more information go to
the following website: https://kayakkauai.com/tours/
ocean-kayaking-tours/copy-of-traditional-na-pali/
Dave Winkworth spoke about some of the many paddling experiences he has had in Victoria and NSW, as
well as a solo trip he did in the Albany area of WA which
sounds like it is another area of challenging paddling.
Eddie Safarik was the final presenter. Eddie owns a
sea kayaking business called Sea Candy which imports
Nigel Dennis and Rockpool Kayaks. He also offers
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training and guiding in Tasmania based on Bruny Island. He entertained us with tales of
some paddling he did at Barwon Heads with John and Tina Evertze in the days before the
festival, and about a trip he ran at Bruny Island for a number of VSKC paddlers and about
other trips in Tasmania. For more information, go to http://www.seacandy.com.au/
Due to an unfavourable forecast and sobering warnings by local paddler John Evertze the
previous night, Saturday’s paddling program had to be substantially modified. The red eye
paddle was cancelled and the various blue water paddles were replaced with less demanding paddles. Importantly though, those who wanted got to head out and enjoy the surf.
Others worked on improving their turning skills and Peter Costello gave valuable rolling tips
that definitely improved rolling success rates.
For those who didn’t wish to paddle, there was also plenty to do. Some members went off
in the afternoon to visit the Queenscliff Museum to see the excellent sea kayaking exhibit.
Others engaged in what was probably the most dangerous activity of all over the course of
the weekend – looking at the displays from our commercial presenters like Expedition Kayaks and East Coast Kayaking and spending lots of money.
The AGM took place late afternoon. This was a milestone in the club’s history since it was
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orable keynote speakers. Shaan is well known for her
two solo Bass Strait Crossings, the most recent early in
2019, but her presentation was outstanding because
it was about so much more than those two challenging trips. It was more about her journey in becoming
a sea kayaker, her paddling experiences in the waters
around her home town of Sydney, and the importance
of the friendships she has made through paddling. Her
talk was supported by many wonderful photographs of
the places she has been and the paddles she has undertaken. While her talk ended with an account of her
great solo non-stop crossing of Bass Strait, the main
focus was on the sheer enjoyment of the local paddles
she does around the Sydney area and the friendships
she shares through being a member of the sea kayaking “tribe”.
The evening finished with the traditional gear auction
presided over by Terry. The amount of gear to be auctioned was considerably less than the year before and
we were all able to get to bed much earlier than in previous years.
On Sunday morning over 20 of us joined Shaan for a
session of mobility, stretching and strength exercises
(MovNat). Her discussion as she progressed was very
informative and stressed the importance of movement
throughout our lives. As we get older we tend to beour 40th birthday! We also elected our first female
president – Kate Alberico. And of course we acknowledged the great efforts of our retiring president Richard Rawling in leading a number of initiatives such as
the transition to a new grading system and for all his
hard work. Financially the club is in good state and
has made considerable progress in developing training programs.
After the AGM, we all got to enjoy each other’s company over the course of an excellent catered dinner.
Various awards were also made. Amar Singh was
awarded the Mick MacRobb Photographic Award for
his action shot of a kayaker surfing. And the best video award was, by popular acclaim, awarded to Andrew
Campbell for his entry titled “A Perfect Day”. He had to
win of course because both entries in this competition
were by him!
After the dinner and awards, we then had the pleasure
of listening to Shaan Gresser, one of our most mem-

2019
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Photo : Tamsin Jane
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come more restricted in the range of movement and rediscovering some of our early movements like
crawling can be beneficial. While Shaan started by saying we may not find the exercises challenging, many
of us were discovering unused muscles and postures that provided enough challenge. This presentation
was very successful and there was a request for a similar session for next year’s forum. Further information above Shaan’s MovNat (aka Natural Movement) classes is contained later in this Sea Trek edition.

A number of kayaking workshop sessions were also held over the morning. Some people participated in
a surfing workshop which was designed to improve their confidence in surf conditions. For myself, I attended an excellent session on self-rescues with a paddle float run by Les Allen and Jenni Harrison. They
explained how different kayaks can be fitted out to enable paddle float rescue techniques to be effectively
used in challenging conditions. We learnt that for larger and heavier paddlers, a re-enter and roll is the
best technique because of the potential for breaking a paddle using the standard technique. However
a smaller lighter paddler can use an ‘outrigger behind the cockpit’ technique. Les also emphasized the
importance of using gear like the paddle float for a variety of purposes such as inflating a sinking kayak
or using the float to support a sea sick paddler. We then spent some time practicing these techniques.
The weekend finished with a barbeque lunch and the awarding of the annual section prizes in the photography completion. The winners were Andrew Campbell for best wildlife photograph, Ben Flora for the
most humorous photograph, Amar Singh for best action photo, and Grant Kelly for the best Sea and Land
category.
It was an outstanding weekend despite the ordinary weather on the Friday and Saturday. The Committee
are to be congratulated for all the hard work they put in to make the weekend such a success. It was also
wonderful to have the company of a number of interstate visitors who also conducted clinics and shared
information about gear and paddling opportunities.
I am looking forward to this year’s event.
Evelyn Feller

Tamsin on the Murray : Photo Bill Robinson
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More AGM Paddle fest goodness
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Photos : Peter Sharp

Sea Leader Ron Morris
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Congratulations to Ron Morris for getting your Sea Leader certificate!
Westernport crew enjoying daylight savings after a paddle. Photo : Karina Newman
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Flinders to Bushrangers Bay

Photo : Kate Alberico
Words : Mark Dennis
Date: Sunday 19 January 2020.
Launch location: Mushroom Reef cove beach Flinders.
Planned departure time: 09:00.
Actual departure time was slightly later due to the VSKC traditional Sunday morning
gaggle lag. Gaggle size: 11.
The tide had turned about two hours earlier and was on the way out. Low tide at
about 12:30.
________________________________________________________________________________
Our trip leader Terry Barry, like all people with two first names, is a really nice guy. He
organised this trip partly to help paddlers like myself who had signed up for the training and assessment weekend at Phillip Island. It was an opportunity for those of us
who were booked into the Intro to Sea Skills or Sea skill assessments to get one more
ocean trip under our belt before that weekend.
Photo: Ben Flora
The sea looked quite calm when viewed from the well protected Mushroom Reef cove.
There was a light easterly of only a few knots blowing, which would mean we would
enjoy a tailwind for the first half of our paddle.
After we left the cove we paddled around the middle reef that was taking the energy
out of the swell. As we past the reef the actual size of the swell became more apparent, which is always the case when your bum is below the water line and you start to
rise and fall with the swell. The swell was coming from the southwest at about 0.51.5m with a smaller 0-0.5m second swell from the southeast at times.
It was a humid day and we were paddling at a steady pace which caused our sunnies
to fog up for a while. Those wearing cags must have felt like steamed like yum cha
dumplings, but definitely would have smelled less appetising.
We paddled for about an hour along the spectacular cliffs and got to experience some
pretty exciting rebound as we passed reasonably close to a couple of headlands. We
then slowed down as we came to an area where there were some huge sea caves
worn into the cliffs. There were also some spectacular formations including an arch.
Most of the pod went with Terry and a few of the more experienced paddlers into
a couple of sea caves, while myself and two others “sacrificed” the opportunity and
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Photo : Kate Alberico
stayed well away from the cliffs to keep a good lookout for penguins, seals, fish, anything really.
It’s not that we were scared ok! It’s just that you never know when there could be a sea life
assault on the pod while they’re cornered in a sea cave. Someone had to keep a lookout.
Kate was paddling her brand spanking new, beautifully coloured, amazing looking Nigel Dennis
(no relation unfortunately) designed Kayak. She was handling the conditions with great conPhoto: Ben Flora
fidence and followed the others into the caves seemingly without fear of scratching her new
pride and joy, second only to Joe of course.
After the pod had safely exited the caves, we continued to paddle west towards Bushranger
Bay. At one point there was a large exposed reef which took the energy out of the swell and
allowed us to paddle in a calmer channel which existed between the reef and the cliffs. Paddling through this gap was a great experience for the newer paddlers like me. We had to take
great care of a couple of sub-surface rocks which threatened to eat any rudder or skeg if our
passage over them coincided with a wave trough. Sound’s exciting doesn’t it!
Once we reached the eastern headland of Bushranger Bay, Terry let the group decide whether
it wanted to continue on for another hour to Cape Schank or stop for lunch on the Bushranger Bay beach and then head back. In the back of everyone’s mind (literally because we were
facing west) was that the easterly wind was forecast to increase in the afternoon, which would
mean a solid slog into a headwind all the way back. However hunger won the day and the
consensus was that we would land for lunch and then head back for Flinders.
As the last of the tide receded, we scooted over the sand bars and weeds in the crystal clear
water of Bushranger Bay before landing at the most protected part of the beach where we
enjoyed our lunch and a bit of sculling and rolling around in the shallows.

2
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0
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After lunch we launched and began our paddle back towards Flinders. Luckily the wind hadn’t picked up too much
and so we made steady progress. One of the pod paddled his indestructible roto-boat a bit too close to the cliffs
as a couple of bigger than expected waves rolled in. The rest of us held our breath as he just managed to back
paddle over the first roller before it started to break, before disappearing in the wash at the top of the second
roller. Fortunately he was a strong paddler and the combination of that and the fear of being chewed up on the
rocks gave him enough oomph to just hold back against the wash. He demonstrated that his boat could move
backwards quite fast, even with the rudder flopped over to one side.
Our next stop, not far as the crow flies from Bushranger Bay, was at a small protected cove and beach that could
be used as a contingency landing. As it faced southeast and the swell was predominantly southwest, the wrap
around swell was small enough and the surf break was only peaking at about 0.5-1m on the larger sets. We went
into this un-named beach one at a time and when it was my turn I paddled hard and caught a wave which I promptly named “Oh Crap” as I slid down its face while trying unsuccessfully to do a stern rudder. The wave broke and
my boat slid sideways and I could hear Helmut yelling at me to do a low brace as I instinctively went into the white
water mode of my formative years and did a high brace (I hope you are not reading this Helmut!). As the wash
overtook me in the shallows, I was very pleased that I had not gone over. However when I popped the spray deck
and jumped out into the knee deep water, I promptly fell over as the next wave came over me and swamped the
boat anyway. But I was on the beach, so that was cool.
We explored this beach for a while, including casing out possible camp sites. However all the flat land was littered
with cow pats, so we thought you would have to be a bit desperate to camp here. Eventually we launched ourselves
off the beach one by one and I was happy that I completely launched without assistance and made it out through
the beach break despite having to paddle hard to get over a couple of fair sized waves before they broke. The bow
of my big old Tardis got a fair way up in the air on one wave in particular, which was a bit of excitement and fun.

18 Kenyon
Photo : Rob

Photo : Rob Kenyon

Joe had to contend with a fair sized set as he made his
way out through the break. At one point he had to flip
over and roll to contend with the wash of a larger than
average wave. I thought that was a very skilful move.
Once we were all safely out past the break we carried
on towards Flinders. It might have only been my perception or maybe the lower tide made the difference,
but the swell seemed a bit larger on the way back. We
again took paddled through the same narrow gap between the reef and cliff, which saved us a bit of distance. Fortunately the wind had actually moderated
and we made it back to the outside of Mushroom Reef
cove after a solid hour of uneventful paddling. The
group then somewhat spread out as some went closer
to the reef break in order to surf in to the cove, while
others chose the less exciting route through the deeper water.

fined as an unsuccessful attempt at rolling.
It was a lucky day, as not long after arriving back at the
cove the easterly came up as predicted and it started
white capping off shore while we noodled around in
the protected cove. It was probably a solid 10-15knots
as we packed up.
It really was a great day of paddling and we all owed
Terry a vote of thanks for organising it.

The weather was still warm and humid as the forecast
storms hadn’t yet developed, so some of us went for
a swim. In this case the term “swim” can be loosely de-

Photos : Rob Kenyon
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Photo : Rob Kenyon
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Vale Robin Boundy
25.04.1963—29.2.2020

It is not the length of life that matters, but the depth in which he lived it.

21

On 29 February, our beloved friend, Robin Boundy nally found rest after an 11-month battle with cancer.
Our heartfelt condolences go out to his wife Marie and children Tom, Ellen and Alec.
Some of our members remember Robin here. Thanks to Raia Wall, Neil Brenton and Peter Costello for the accompanying images taken on their March 2010 Bass Strait crossing with Robin and Tom. Thanks also to Terry
Barry for the image of Robin above, taken in 45 knot winds on Clarke Island (part of the Furneaux Group in Bass
Strait), and for the image on the next page, packing for the same trip at Musselroe Bay, Tasmania.

From Kate Alberico, President VSKC
I remember meeting Robin sitting down to dinner at my rst AGM in 2015.
I knew no one in the club. Joe and I were seated with some old hands. Robin in his conversation included us in the
group and was friendly and helpful with his advice on kayak choice. I saw Robin from time to time at Canadian Bay
paddles and at the welcome to new member sausage sizzles in February. He was always thoughtful and genuine.
Robin was not paddling much with the club at that stage and said that he might be more active later. I wish he
had the chance to do that and that I had the chance to get to know him better.

From Terry Barry
Robin was always a family-oriented paddler. On one of
his rst paddles with the club at a Tidal River weekend
he and his eldest son Tom took to the water on a very
blowy and rough Sunday morning, playing in the surf
(or was the surf playing with them?) whilst most of us
watched in amusement.
We knew then that he was ‘made of the right stuff’.
Robin grew from those raw beginnings and went on
to become a grade 3 paddler and club instructor. He
joined the committee in 2010 as Training Of cer and
remained on the committee for some time. He was a
regular leader of Canadian Bay paddles. Robin became
a master planner for Bass Strait crossings and was the
‘go to man’ for many planning their own adventure
across the Strait. Robin’s son Tom crossed Bass Strait
with him at the tender age of 18.
Robin completed many adventures in his sea kayak, his
second love after golf. He was a real asset on any trip,
a real team player, very safety conscious and fantastic
company. His planning skills were second to none.
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Bass Strait crossing, March 2010

From Sue Mountford
My first memories of Robin were as a new member paddling at Canadian Bay. He happily paddled along side
me chatting and reassuring me about my recent kayak purchase. At the end of the paddle Robin would quietly
and with good humour assist those who wished to train on their strokes or rolls. Whilst Robin was a very accomplished paddler there was never a hint of any bravado; he had a very deep respect for the power of the sea.
Robin became a member of the committee as the Trips Coordinator at a time when there were some challenging
issues for the club to resolve. During some of the tougher debates Robin was always considered in his views,
never rushing to either side of a contested debate. He also took on a second committee role of Trainer in addition to his role as Trip Coordinator to help manage through a crisis. I know during this time he gave up his other
love – playing golf.
I enjoyed getting to know Robin’s family who attended VSKC AGMs over the years. It’s been lovely to maintain the
family connection through Robin and Marie’s welcoming hosting of the new members’ BBQ.

Lunch between Deal and Flinders Islands, March 2010

Maria Island, 2007
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From Bill Zombor
Robin was a realist but a real ghter from what I saw throughout his battle with cancer.
Robin’s rst Bass Strait crossing was in early 2007 when he was still relatively new to sea kayaking. He then led
another team crossing in 2010 and undertook many expedition-style paddles. I was fortunate enough to be on
a few expeditions with Robin and always found him to be great company. Very considerate of others and a good
leader with sound judgement.
At one stage, Robin was in the habit of rolling on the half hour, no matter where we were. He just felt that it kept
him sharp! And it did! He even came to my aid at considerable risk to himself in a surf zone incident at St Helens
in Tassie.
Robin was a true family man; very proud of them all he was. He will live on in our hearts and memories.
Photo Kathryn Botherway
Deal Island, March 2010
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From Raia Wall and Neil Brenton
Robin was very generous with his time.
We met back when he first joined the club, when I was Membership Of cer, but I really got to know him after a
chance meeting at Coles Bay, Tassie at the end of 2006, passing by the bakery. Someone said, “Raia!” and I looked
up and there he was having brunch with his family. He invited us down to his holiday house for New Year’s and
we paddled across to Maria Island (with Laurie Ford).
We had some more paddles together and this led to an invite to cross Bass Strait, which we did, almost 10 years
ago to the day. A fantastic trip with Robin and Tom, and Peter Costello - a highlight of our paddling careers.

Feb
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A Rough Red Eye

Photos Andrew Campbell
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Vale Steve Weston
21.3.1942—1.3.2020

Steve at Lacepede Islands
Steve Weston may not be known to some of today’s
VSKC members as he gave up paddling about 7 years
ago after a heart attack. He was however one of the
original members of the club, for which the club had
given him the great honour of Life Membership.
Steve was at one time an extremely active paddler with
some great adventures to his name. He was a great
friend of mine who I have known for a little over 40
years. I think we first met either at or shortly after a
lecture put on by John Brewster and Earle Bloomfield
about their 1979 kayak circumnavigation around Tasmania. That led to many people including Steve and
myself taking up sea kayaking.

the land and it was then that he took up mountain biking. Steve never did anything by halves and so it was
with his mountain biking. I think he rode every day with
a group down at Arthurs Seat and posted on Facebook
incessantly about. He had just such an amazing level
of enthusiasm for someone who was 78 years young.
I heard of Steve’s passing when I came home after a
great days paddling with other VSKC members down
at Inverloch. The news brought a tear to my eyes. I will
miss him. My condolences to his wife Paula and sons
Morgan and James and other members of the family.
Peter Newman, Vice President

Steve was 78 when he died on 1 March 2020. He was
therefore a good deal older than many of us who took
up sea kayaking in those early days of the sport in Australia. We had a lot in common though despite the
age difference. Steve’s house was filled with adventure books and maps and interesting photos on the
wall. We had great times sitting around his lounge
room table talking about the trips we wanted to do and
making plans and knocking back a few beers.
One early trip I remember doing with Steve is the now
commonplace trip from Port Welshpool to Refuge
Cove. We were surprised how quickly the outgoing
tide took us as we rushed past Rabbit Island. It was a
new and wonderful way to get to the Prom’s east coast
beaches. And then later Steve did lots of other great
trips such as Flinders Island and the Kimberley coast.
Another favourite area of Steve’s was South Australia’s
Yorke Peninsula.
Steve wasn’t just into kayaking though. His appetite
for adventure extended to rock climbing, ski touring
and skiff sailing. After his heart attack, Steve was told it
might be best if he confined his adventure activities to

Tanami Desert, en-route to Broome

Camp at Cape Leveque, north of Broome
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Kings Canyon 10 year flood
Steve was always coming up with bold visionary plans for trips. He would pull out a map and say “Look at this
fantastic place, we could just paddle up here and then camp there. It will take X days. All we need is some rice
and we can catch some fish on the way. What do you think?”
From such preliminary planning in his lounge room, we would then make it happen.
One example is the 1986 trip to the remote Kimberley which we called The Buccaneer Archipelago Kayak Expedition. Over 6 weeks, 4 of us VSKC club members drove across the country to Broome with our Iceflow Sea kayaks
and six weeks’ of provisions for an adventurous trip along the Kimberley coastline.
On the Kimberley trip we faced 13 metre tides, no accessible fresh water and huge crocodiles which had been
saved from hunter’s guns by the sheer remoteness of the area we were paddling. Steve took great pleasure
in gleefully warning us about the swarms of deadly jelly fish and stone fish known to frequent the area, not to
mention the massive schools of fish being hunted under our kayaks by more massive Tiger sharks. The paddling
conditions were exciting with overfalls and coral reefs and raging currents which caused sand bars to appear and
disappear from under our feet.
The Buccaneer Archipelago Kayak Expedition was a great adventure which we remember well to this day. It was
just one of many adventures in Steve’s life.
Steve will be sadly missed.
Paul Snelgrove
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West Coast Games
Big swells and tidal flows

Photos : John Evertze
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The Assessment - Phillip Island

Words : Carmel Frazer

1-2 February 2020
How good is it for VSKC members to be able to access $300 worth of training for free? That’s what was offered to
those members who signed up for the VSKC Annual Training and Assessment weekend. The commercial equivalent would have cost in excess of $300.
The club is so lucky to have three in-house assessors, namely Terry Barry, and Tina and John Evertz. For this
weekend, the club also benefitted from the additional expertise of our Western Australian honorary member Les
Allen. Terry, Tina, John and Les were very capably assisted by the VSKC Instructor Group.
Those who attended the weekend comprised three groups:
•
A ‘Sea Kayak Basics (SKB) and Beyond’ group which was aimed at equipping those paddlers with
the skills to take them beyond SKB.
•
A group comprising those who already had the requisite foundation skill set who were being
assessed for the ‘Intro to Sea Skills’ award.
•
A group comprising those paddlers who were ready to be assessed for the Sea Skills award,
which will enable them to participate in high-end paddles and expeditions.
The weekend was a lot of fun for those who attended and the club congratulates all who attended and graduated.
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A STORY OF TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM
and a direct crossing of Bass Strait by sea kayak
by Shaan Gresser
You can never cross the ocean until you have the courage to lose sight of the shore. Andre Gide
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January 19th 2019
It’s 10pm Saturday evening and I’m lying on my sea bunk. I can feel the waves of energy travel beneath me, their
origin far away in Antarctic seas. I’m on the Spirit of Tasmania, bound for Devonport, sailing over the ancient Bassian land bridge now flooded after the last ice age by the Indian Ocean. Out of my cabin window the last light of a
long twilight is a thin strip of burnt orange on the horizon. In less than 48 hours on my return journey I would be
watching this same ferry, but I would be alone, in my tiny sea kayak, a hundred kilometres from shore. I would be
in the middle of one of the most infamous and interesting regions in maritime and human history - now known
as Bass Strait.
My personal relationship with this shallow and unique strait began back in February 2011. I made a 19-day solo
sea kayaking journey from Wilsons Promontory in Victoria, across to the Furneaux group via Hogan and the
Kent group and the Banks Strait to Tasmania. An amazing multi-day trip, enjoyed by many sea kayakers, many of
whom I know and have the joy of paddling with. As I type these words I am reminded of this wonderful trip by my
computer’s screen saver which still shows images of that very adventure!

During that trip I often thought of the early explorers and the depth of skills they must have had to navigate and
negotiate this formidable seascape without the modern tools I was using. But of course Bass Strait is littered
with reminders of the costs of perhaps not having these modern navigation tools like GPS, marine forecasts and
charted maps. Towards the end of that journey I sat eating my lunch on Preservation Island reflecting on this and
the shipwreck that was only a few hundred metres away from me, the Sydney Cove. I also remember contemplating the more recent adventures from our own paddling tribe, particularly the first direct crossings by Andrew
McAuley in 2003, followed five years later by his mate Stuart Trueman.
At the time I thought a direct crossing of Bass Strait impossible, only achievable by the likes of these two of exceptional skill and physical capacity. My longest crossing on the 2011 journey was 73km, over 10hrs of paddling:
enough to whet my physical endurance and mental appetite. I recall the moment I first met Stuart, two weeks
after his direct crossing, the day of my Sea Skills assessment. I was a little intimidated and in awe of him and
ultimately it would have not entered my most adventurous dreams that ten years later I would follow his wake
across the same patch of water, albeit in the opposite direction!
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January 20th 2019
Its a stunningly clear and beautiful Sunday morning in Devonport. I’ve
just retrieved my kayak from the ferry’s oversized baggage trailer - phew,
its in one piece! The day before I walked onto the ferry terminal in Melbourne trolleying my kayak behind me. With the help of the amazing Katie Pilbrow I creatively secured it onto the trailer and hoped it remained
that way.
I’ve been met by local paddler Grant Hyland who has generously offered
a lift to Stanley in Tassie’s north west. My original plan was to make a
north-south crossing by the shortest route, from Tidal River to Stanley
headland - or the ‘Nut’, an ancient volcanic plug standing 140 metres
above sea level. Drawing a straight line between the two will give you a
distance of approximately 215 kilometres - a long distance for sure given
the exposure that’s involved.
That initial north to south plan was mostly based on logistics – it’s a twoday trip from my Sydney home to Tidal River so the start line is also a
two-day delay from a current marine forecast back home.
Heading across on the ferry to begin the crossing from Stanley creates an even greater time delay from a potential good forecast. The risk of sitting in Tassie for days waiting for another opportunity if the forecast doesn’t pan
out wasn’t considered an option. So why did I end up heading south? This was a key factor in succeeding in the
crossing and is worth spending a moment to explain, especially to fellow kayakers of how important an issue it
was.
When I began contemplating the project I thought that a good 48-hour window of stable conditions was necessary to negotiate the strait in one go. The strait experiences many stable days of good weather, but fewer
consecutive days and more with the prevailing winds persisting from the south west. It’s one thing having your
preparation and planning in order but timing it with your life commitments and a suitable weather window is
tricky, to say the least. The hardest thing about succeeding was being in the right place at the right time with the
right balance of experience and preparation. To quote Stuart himself; ‘It may seem difficult to understand until
you have an appreciation of the preparation and planning that is necessary just to get you to the starting point
of these trips.’
I made two previous attempts which involved me driving down to Tidal River after analysing promising BOM forecast models, only to face turning around when I got there. In each case the forecast had changed to the point
that I didn’t think it was safe to cross. However, I learnt so much from those two attempts that I think in hindsight
they made a significant impact on the preparation for my ultimate crossing, including the quality of my mental
and physical preparedness and improvements on equipment and strategy. I also got to enjoy paddling around
the Prom, amazing in itself, and not a bad consolation prize! Admittedly, after the second attempt I wasn’t sure
if I would try again. I asked Stuart on both occasions whether he would be my official contact and I’m sure he
thought after the second go in February 2018 I would be done with trying. Shortly after bailing on that attempt
I went on to join fellow NSW Sea Kayak Club paddlers down in Tassie for an enjoyable couple of weeks paddling
on the east coast. I came home and didn’t think about Bass Strait ... until last June.
So an adventure that began almost 4 years earlier had slowly evolved into a quest to experience something that
by now had developed into a constant and deeper presence within me. I couldn’t ignore the need to realise this
experience and by late June 2018 I decided I wanted to give the crossing another go. Given that I thought that
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the key factor was lining up a favourable weather window, I decided I would allow myself to be available to head
south for as long as possible over the summer.
I set a training and prep plan to be ready by mid December. From the beginning of December I started looking
at the forecast - a lot! I had a routine of checking every day and so that by mid January I was in tune with the
weather patterns coming across from the far west and moving along the south of the continent. Over that period
there were a couple of potential opportunities to attempt a north to south crossing, but nothing really solid and
at the level of stability that I wanted. However there had been better looking options from the south ... damn, I
thought, pity I don’t live in Tassie.
Then on the Wednesday before I ended up on a ferry I saw a lovely solid high pressure system, the best for the
season so far, due to make its way slowly over the strait on the following Monday, Tuesday and importantly,
Wednesday. That third day extended the stability of my window. Basically two high’s back to back - perfect. Except the prevailing winds and sea conditions were going to be from the south west . Then it hit me so clearly and
without doubt that I needed to flip my mindset: I needed to be in Stanley by Sunday.
‘So where are you paddling too?’ the manager of the Stanley Cabin Park asked as I checked in with no car and only
a kayak in tow that Sunday morning. ‘Aaahh umm ... well umm just a short paddle up the coast I think .. meeting
up with a few friends in a couple of days’. I felt awful lying to her and I hadn’t been prepared to answer such questions but I knew that I couldn’t just blurt out that I was planning on paddling to Victoria the next morning! For
a couple of reasons: there is a slight risk that if the locals know what you’re planning that they might not be too
pleased or indeed report it to the authorities and that might end the trip! So my plan was to have a quiet day,
prepare and check my equipment and food, walk up the Nut, get a good night’s sleep and quietly slip away the
following morning bearing NNE to Victoria!

January 21st 2019
I’ve since been asked if I was scared before taking off from that quiet beach in Stanley Harbour. To be honest I’ve
learnt that if at that point you’re afraid then there is an element in your planning or something about the forecast
that isn’t right and you need to trust that feeling. The few days leading up to that Sunday I did have moments of
nervousness, but mostly in response to thoughts that maybe the forecast wouldn’t hold or some other factor
would prevent me from being able to paddle away from Tassie. I was super cautious, even walking around Stanley
I tried not to mess anything up, to take it easy walking down the headland, no pub and no last minute changes
to my food. I focussed on being as calm as I could in those preceding days: it’s a long paddle and you need all
the energy you can get! Being anxious for days leading up to the trip would be too much of a burden and I had
a taste of that during my first attempt a few years prior. What calms the nerves are the three Ps - prep, prep
and more prep! By the time I made my first paddle strokes on that Monday morning the dominant feeling was a
slight nervy but excited buzz - I was ready and over the next 32 hours I was about to realise a once in a lifetime
experience.
By Sunday the forecast for the Monday and Tuesday was about as good as it could be. The BOM predicted up to
15-20 knots from the south west easing in the evening with a southwesterly swell of 2-4 metres. Tuesday variable
under 10 knots. And the amazing element to top it off was that on the Monday the 21st a full moon was due! For
me the night component was always the serious part of the crossing , largely because after paddling more than
a hundred kilometres from sunrise I had to then paddle through the night and possibly late into the following
day. At night everything is more difficult and you don’t want anything making it more tricky, like strong winds or
wave action. The other factor is light - it’s obvious that any light from the sky would be a bonus and for me that
was super important. I’ve always been captivated by the moon and its beauty, especially a moonlit sea. So I was
excited to realise that I would experience a full moon rising while paddling across the middle of Bass Strait, and
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be guided by it through the entire night. The other, less romantic, aspect was the issue of motion sickness. With
a two-metre swell running and no clear horizon, I would be at risk of triggering seasickness. Over the past 10
years I have become pretty adept at avoiding triggering it to the point that I had not had an issue for some time.
During my training paddles at night, frequently on rough water and large swells, I did not experience it. With this
in mind it wasn’t a big consideration in my planning. Alas, something would be revealed. In its beautifully clear
hindsighted way, I really should have paid more attention to the possibility and to its management – aah, the
dreaded sea sickness.
Any thoughts of motion sickness were far from my mind as I paddled out of Stanley Harbour that gorgeous
Monday morning, the sun rising, a stunningly clear ski, a steady breeze building from the south west and a solid
forecast firmly in my pocket. It was a wonderful moment and I was feeling pretty good. I rounded the Nut to head
northward and I spotted a couple of fishing boats along the coast. I hoped that I wouldn’t be noticed - with a 15knot breeze building it wouldn’t look too smart for a kayaker to be heading offshore. It felt a little weird trying to
sneak off without attracting attention but I just didn’t want any trouble at this point and after a few kilometres I
felt I was truly on my way.

My bearing to Tidal River was 12° magnetic, which I initially stuck to but after an hour or so with the breeze
strengthening from the SW I decided to head up-course a little to offset being blown too far east throughout day.
This is where having a GPS was handy. For the most part I used the compass on my deck, being guided by the
wave and wind direction to keep on my general heading. But it was really helpful to check just how far I was being
pushed eastwards and whether my slight deviation to the west (I was basically heading north) was enough. Initially I was also tracking my path by periodically looking back at the Nut but finally after around 30-40km I could no
longer see it or Tasmania at all. I didn’t bother to try and consider any possible tidal influences given the lengthy
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period of time and distance that I would be exposed to them. Also my route ‘up the middle’ of the strait meant
that I didn’t need to worry about edge or island tidal effects.
By now I had already been introduced to some of my travel buddies for the day: several Albatrosses, Shearwaters and the special guests, the White-faced Storm-Petrels! Of course every time I reached for the camera the
moment had past and I was left wondering who exactly had flown by (what species) but it was comforting to have
them with me on my long journey. The Albatross in particular gave me the feeling that they were really looking
out for me, except the moment when one almost landed on my kayak! I don’t know who was more shocked! But
again, too slow with the camera and now the moment with many others is a wonderful souvenir in the experience
vault of my mind.
By mid-morning I had really settled into a good rhythm, not just in my paddling but where I was and what I was
doing. If you are unfamiliar to long crossings you might be lulled into thinking there isn’t much to do on the open
ocean, kilometre after kilometre, but for me it’s quite the opposite. When I’m paddling, particularly something so
serious as a long crossing, I try to keep a close awareness of my body, how I’m feeling, making small adjustments
where necessary. This avoids any issues cropping up such as an over-use injury from gripping the paddle too
tight, or perhaps a rub developing on my skin from wrinkled wet clothing.
I’m also constantly changing my shape and stretching my body in small ways - pointing my toes, opening and
closing my hands, shrugging my shoulders. This is so habitual for me now and I think it helps avoid getting into
trouble hours later when perhaps it’s too late to head off an issue that has fully developed. It also helps that it’s
the world in which I work: I’m a movement and manual therapist, constantly coaching people how to find movement in a sedentary world.
But I can tell you, sitting in a kayak for 32 hours is a really dumb idea! You need to move. This is one advantage
of solo paddling - you stop when you want, for how long and as often as you need. With over 200km to paddle
you just don’t ignore and push through things … well maybe to a point! You need to learn the difference between
what to ignore and when you just don’t have a choice!
For the past 10 years sea kayaking has been a big part of my life and I’ve been fortunate to have the Sydney
coastline as my regular play and training ground, where we often get to experience all kinds of sea conditions.
Weekly paddling groups like ‘Rob’s Tuesday Night ocean paddle’ have played a huge part in my development as
a sea kayaker, where in the safety of a strong team we are regularly challenged and educated by the seas in our
Pacific backyard. I think paddling a surf ski too adds to my sea kayaking. I’ve also peppered those past 10 years
with some amazing multi-day trips of varied locations and conditions, including two weeks along the south west
coast of Tassie. But ultimately it’s the regular exposure at my doorstep which contributes most to my kayaking
skill and experience.
People have asked me since the crossing what kind of training schedule I had, how far and how often I was paddling. The combination of training and preparation will be different for everyone, depending on your needs, how
much experience you’ve had, what shape you’re already in, your regular paddling schedule and your lifestyle. I
was already paddling two to three times a week in combination with other activities and basically from September I started increasing the length of one of those paddles where possible. I also started testing my equipment,
paddling with the gear that I was going to use and eating the food that I would eat on the crossing. There are so
many little elements in the preparation that it is a whole discussion in itself.
But the part of my preparation that seems to surprise people was that during those training paddles I did not
exceed more than around 70km. Basically I felt that there was more to being ready then pulling off a long paddle.
I was training enough to know what my body was capable of, what problems could pop up and how much further
I could go. One of my concerns was getting injured during the training period from too much paddling!
I also didn’t want to ruin my weekends and turn something I love into a dreaded chore. Having said that, I got
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to know the coastline of Sydney pretty well over the past few months! By the beginning of December I had
solo-paddled from Botany Bay to Palm Beach over multiple training paddles. Ultimately you’ll never access the
depth of what you are capable of by training in your comfort zone. You only experience that when you place
yourself in a position where you must dig deeper then ever before… that is where growth occurs. My experience
is that paddling up and down the safety of your backyard gives you the foundations and confidence that you are
physically prepared, but I would never know how far I could stretch myself in those conditions. It’s too easy for
the mind to bail when there is always an ‘out’ somewhere along the coast.
I knew that by the time I felt ready that if I could get a good forecast, then I would get myself across the strait, no
matter what.
Its now around 4.30pm and I’ve had one of the best days on the water I’ve ever experienced, with a steady
Photo Bill Zombor

15-20knots of southwesterly breeze on the quarter and a two-metre swell running from the same direction. Perhaps only for an hour did I feel that conditions were at the higher end of the forecast, with a few breaking waves
to negotiate and the (resisted) temptation to surf down some of the bigger waves. I also used my sail on and off
during the day which was helpful but more engaging: you really need to train using it well to avoid any dramas.
I’d seen a ship on the horizon earlier in the day, but now I could see another approaching only a few kilometres
away. Aah, it’s the Spirit of Tasmania! Perhaps the very ferry I was on just the previous morning! The thought
pulled me out of my paddling reverie and stopped me dead in the water. It was a surreal moment for me: I was
now perhaps a 100km from any land and there was a bubble of people cruising past, oblivious of me and my
little kayak. I imagined people out on deck on such a gorgeous afternoon, taking it in with a beer or two, appreciating the comfort of being a on large vessel on the open ocean. This also meant I knew where I was as I had just
crossed the ferry’s path – wow, I thought, this is feeling a little too easy! Youch, that thought would later come
back to bite me on the butt, hard!
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A few hours later I passed a gas or oil platform and had a friendly visit from a seal. I was still surprised to be hearing little penguins out here too and of course those tiny fragile-looking storm petrels. Where the heck do they
go in a storm! And then there was the giant shark, which was most likely an orca … but more about that later!
This is a good place to share what I think is a key moment of this experience for me - a paradox of fear and a story
of two degrees of freedom. Honestly, the very scenario I wanted to experience is probably what most people
would dread: alone, 100km offshore, dusk approaching in the middle of one of the most notorious straits
in the world … and to feel perfectly at ease about that.
In late December I saw Free Solo, a film about Alex
Honnold’s free solo climb of the 900m vertical rock
face of El Capitan. Quite possibly one of the greatest
human feats of any kind. You don’t have to be a rock
climber to appreciate the level of skill, athleticism and
mental fortitude needed to achieve such a feat. In Alex’s own words “... isn’t that the goal of many human
endeavours, to push yourself to a point where you are
experiencing something really beautiful?”. I couldn’t
compare to that what I was doing but I did appreciate
the sentiments from someone who usually pursued
his solo climbs quietly and with care. I resonated with
why he did it and his experiences during his preparation. And his thoughts on fear ... “I work to expand my
comfort zone so that there is no fear there, I shouldn’t go up there unless I’m prepared, comfortable and I’m not
going to feel fear. I’m not trying to overcome my fear, I’m just trying to step outside of it”.
As I’ve mentioned, the only reason I didn’t become overwhelmed by fear or doubt was the feeling of being prepared - both physically and mentally. Unlike solo climbing, open water solo paddling doesn’t require perfection
but it does demand a level of preparedness that I believe you might never achieve in a group paddling experience.
During that afternoon, if only for a brief period, I had the feeling of being immersed into the real world rather than
escaping from it. This is partly why it feels good to be there, to be more connected to yourself than ever before.
During those moments you are completely and deeply divorced from any doubts, worries or responsibilities in
your daily life. I wasn’t giving them up but simply letting go and that is liberating. A deep sense of freedom and
release is not only wonderfully calming but lifeshifting. Of course we experience a version of this when we go on
vacations and or overseas travel, but to experience what could possibly be the edge of your very existence in a
landscape of unforgiving but raw beauty is a transformative gift. Until you are slapped in the face with a different
kind of reality! With night approaching and over 100km left to paddle, what could go wrong?!
Wow! I kept stopping to take it in. It was no doubt the most amazing moonrise I have experienced - the sun finally
set just before 9pm and I was like an excited kid eagerly observing the horizon for my first glimpse of the full
moon. What began as a small odd-shaped orb slowly developed into a super-illuminated disc, almost too bright
to look at. Twilight seemed to go on forever but by the time the last sliver of burnt orange faded, the breeze had
eased and I was left with a one-to-two- metre swell and the odd shearwater silhouette shooting past an illuminated silvery pathway created by the moon. For over seven hours I would be guided by this stage show. The whole
experience was simply exhilarating and I’ll never forget it.
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would be it. I obviously underrated my chances of triggering motion sickness and I didn’t trial any anti-nausea drugs and or even have them with me. I had tried
such drugs years ago and they made me feel worse,
so I just didn’t consider them. I have used a drug in
the past designed to prevent the whole scenario by
working on the inner ear, but it can make you drowsy
and since I didn’t think I would need it, I didn’t want to
risk increasing my tiredness during the night. You also
need to take it well before getting on the water.

January 22nd 2019
Before sunset I put on a warmer top, a beanie and
a head torch. I organised what I might need during
the night, including some caffeine tablets and a few
snacks. Before the trip I wondered whether I would fall
asleep during the night. Plenty have done so during
these types of all night endurance events, including
Andrew McAuley on his solo crossing. As it turns out
I had something bigger to worry about and manage.
Sometime before midnight I reached behind me to
stash one of the empty drinking bottles and must have
lingered there a little too long. I turned back, clicked on
my head torch to check my compass heading, clicked
it off and looked straight into the moonlight. Bad mistake. Aaahh crap, I’ve felt that before. It’s like a sudden
pressure on your brain and eyes, a flick of vertigo ...
and the awful feeling of knowing what is coming. I had
triggered motion sickness! How could I have made that
mistake! Hmm I knew I was in for a long night.
Motion sickness is basically a disconnect between your
inner ear and eyes. If your brain has no visual reference for movement but your inner ear is experiencing
movement, then for some annoying evolutionary hiccup your brain trusts only the perceived visual reference. In other words, it thinks that you’re not moving
at all, and there must be a sinister reason why your
inner ear is malfunctioning. So it decides that it’s best
to empty your stomach in case you consumed something poisonous, and creates a strong desire to lie
down and rest! It’s like someone pulled the plug. All
my valuable energy started to drain away to the bottom of Bass Strait. But its OK, motion sickness usually
subsides soon after getting back on land ... only another 14 hours away!
If I could highlight one error in my preparation, this

Well, that was a definite party spoiler! I still can’t fathom how quickly everything changed - I went from hero
to zero in minutes. My wonderful enchanted evening
was gatecrashed and I felt super annoyed. I’d never experienced such simultaneous deep joy and suffering. I
really had to concentrate on not allowing myself to feel
any worse, and avoid being physically sick. I thought
as long as I could drink and not lose it I would be alright. Throughout the night my physical and mental
state went up and down like the pulse of the ocean
- one moment I was lost in the mesmerising seascape
and the next I just wanted it to be all over! I broke
the evening down into little manageable pieces of time,
something I would have done in any case but now time
seemed to take on another dimension. Between 2 and
5am I had some challenging moments. Much of it is a
little fuzzy to be honest. I don’t have a very clear memory of this period and even though it felt such a long
time until dawn, in many ways it was like a dream. In
fact the whole trip seems like a collection of chapters,
all so different. It’s still hard for me to believe it all happened in one continuous paddle!
You might imagine what seeing the first signs of dawn
was like. But to be honest it was a mixed bag - on the
one hand it was wonderful to arrive at the next day and
to experience the beauty of the reverse setting and rising of the sun and moon cycle. However mentally I had
a slump in energy, and after taking a sneak peek at my
GPS it was hard to accept the reality that I wouldn’t be
stepping on land for at least another eight hours.
Back to breaking down time into little manageable
bites.
The day before I had a good breeze behind me but
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now there was really only the swell rolling under me.
About an hour after sunrise I had the first of a couple of micro-sleeps. Basically your brain wants to
shut down and it will do anything to trick you. I just
remember I was thinking … and then thoughts became
dreams … and suddenly my paddle blade snagged
on a wave which woke me before it could roll me in.
Wow, I thought, that was easy! OK, must concentrate
… a few minutes later it happened again. So I stopped
and moved about, tried to drink some more water
and carefully sent a short message to my team via my
GPS live tracker. I said I was feeling a little sick but all
was OK and I might just be a bit slower today! I think I
had about 50km to go, and could see a wall of sea fog
in the very distance. As it turned out it was a bank of
clouds surrounding Wilsons Promontory.
Amazingly another few hours went by and I didn’t fall
asleep and the clouds started to form the shapes of
mountains. It had to be the Prom! It’s great to see land
but it does take an awfully long time to reach it! It was
also starting to feel quite warm now ... perhaps the effort involved in paddling up-hill … something I thought
to rib Stuart about when I saw him next! My thoughts
started to drift to the gorgeous clear cool waters of
Norman Bay at Tidal River, and how I would just slide
out of my kayak like a slinky toy and float there for a
day or two! As much as it was hurting though I still
wouldn’t have swapped this experience for anything. I
just kept thinking of all the free beers I could pull back
in Sydney and maybe a dinner or two … yeh, it was
definitely worth it : )
Before I land at Tidal River and release us both from
my long journey I have to thank you all for coming with
me, since you made it this far! And not just in the lit-
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erary sense but for my entire sea kayaking journey. My
ability, capacity and the birth of my desire to do such
a trip is the product of the people in our amazing sea
kayak club. Without being part of something like this
club it would never have happened - I would not have
had the training and experiences over the years and
the lovely people to share my story with. Being able to
share my story with fellow kayakers, with people who
have a closer understanding (perhaps that’s not always
a good thing!) is a real joy.
Ok, you can feel I’m getting close now. I can hear Stuart
saying ‘get on with it’! Just bloody well land already! Ha,
not before I explain the 2 degrees of freedom. During
the evolution of this trip I have often thought of it as
my ‘2 degrees of freedom project’ - it is a play between
the idea that a degree of latitude is 111km, and since
my trip was of a similar distance x 2 it was an obvious
idea but then the ‘freedom’ aspect came from a couple
of angles. Firstly I could think of nothing more than the
freedom of being deeply immersed in such an environment alone. The second aspect is a throwback to
my analytical biology days and involves the statistical
concept of ‘degrees of freedom’ i.e. the number of independent ways by which a dynamic system can move,
without violating any constraint imposed on it. That is
called the number of degrees of freedom.
Back to paddling and approaching the outer islands

on the south western side of the Prom. As a side comment, if you haven’t visited Wilsons Promontory I strongly
recommend it. It is an amazing, gorgeous landscape and has a lot of Tassie-like qualities too, and no need to get
on a ferry either! At around 11am my GPS batteries ran out. At that point I had paddled 202km with the GPS
estimating 19km left to reach Tidal River. I’m not sure exactly what time it was when I landed, probably around
2.30pm, but all I know is that those final few hours felt long and hard!
So I was pretty happy to be finally approaching Skull Rock (also known as Cleft Island), a small but iconic granite
island with a huge (130m-wide and 60m-tall) cave. I paddled between it and a couple of the other islands in the
Anser Group. Great, I’ve got around 14km to go, yay!

Once I was on the other side of Skull Rock I noticed that I was taking forever to paddle past the other islands. I
kept looking at the same features and wondering why it looked as though I wasn’t getting very far. I must be tired.
I looked again - ah damn, I’m paddling against a current. Now I could see the rough surface of the water, like a
wide river flowing against me. I paddled as hard as I could but it still felt like I wasn’t getting anywhere. I was moving forward but my mind was just about to explode - I felt so frustrated. On a normal day’s paddling this wouldn’t
have worried me but right then I just didn’t have the mental fortitude to deal with it. As far as my mind was concerned when I had reached Skull Rock I was already on the beach at Tidal River with a beer in hand, it did not want
to be dealing with this shit! But of course I didn’t perish in those final kilometres. I did make it to the stunning
clear blue water of Norman Bay. I passed Pillar Point, the place that I sat on my two previous attempts looking
south toward Tassie contemplating the very journey that I had now completed. How surreal to finally get here. I
t was still school holidays and there were families enjoying a beautiful summer’s day on the beach. I caught a little
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wave into the northern end of the shore, pulled back my spraydeck and hung my legs over the side. As I put my
feet and then body weight onto the sand and stood up, I almost fell straight over. Wow, it was like standing on a
water bed! I’ve had that sense of motion before after a long paddle but nothing like this! It felt so good to finally
lie in the water and literally begin to wash the previous night and morning’s struggle from my body. I could have
stayed there all afternoon!
But before leaving the water’s edge a woman swimming with her children, who had watched me paddle in, came
over to ask where I had come from. I think my wobbly disco legs must have given something away. ‘Ahh, I’ve just
paddled over from Tassie actually’ (gosh saying that felt so good!) ‘Wow, like from Tasmania?!’ she said with confusion - ‘yeah, I started paddling yesterday morning from Stanley and I’ve just landed!’ ‘Oh!’ With that she rushed
her kids over and told them that this lady had just paddled her kayak all the way over from Tasmania. I don’t know
if they knew what that meant but I was super thrilled that she thought it was an amazing moment to share with
her kids. Who wouldn’t be happy with that!
Since that first reaction to my little adventure I had a few more over the next 24hrs but the one that stuck with
perhaps the most bizarre fondness was from the cleaning guy at Tidal River. We were fortunate to be offered
accommodation in the staff quarters once my story had reached (and impressed) the head ranger there - a real
blessing. The next day we had to be out by lunch but I’d returned late from a morning walk and disturbed the
cleaner fixing up my room. I apologised for having my things littered about the bed and explained that I’d had a
big day the day before as an excuse for being so tardy. ‘Ah, you went for a bit of a kayak around the bay didja?’ he
said. ‘Ah well no actually I paddled in from Tassie yesterday, leaving Stanley the morning before’ I say, with a hint
of pride about revealing my little maritime tale. And without diverting his attention from the pillow cover he was
replacing he simply said ‘Oh, that’s nice’ and moved on to the next. For a moment I was left feeling a little baffled
and perhaps a bit wounded before I realised the beauty of it.
I smiled and said ‘Yes, yes it was’.

Thank you
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Solo adventures are rarely ever accomplished without the help of others. I want to acknowledge the very special
few that were so essential to me achieving my crossing - especially Stuart Trueman who for some reason didn’t
hesitate (he hides it well!) to accept my request to be my contact and a sounding board for all the attempts.
Stuart’s experience and deep wisdom from years of traversing the seas by kayak are invaluable and were a deep
comfort and resource for me. It was a privilege to follow in his ‘paddle-steps’ and have the opportunity to do so.
Also a huge thank you to the wonderful Dave Kelly and Jennie Claire from Devonport, who were on standby for
more than this occasion, to look after me and provide a way back to the ferry should I have made a North to
South crossing. To Grant Hyland who at the last minute came to my rescue and provided an essential ride to
Stanley. To Katie and Ray Pilbrow who paused their lives and provided a wonderful before and after service! Katie
dropped me off at the ferry in Melbourne and was kindly there for me at Tidal River – thank you! And to my dear
friends: Peter, who had the unenviable task of contacting the folks should something go wrong.. phew : ) And to
Luke for his invaluable and unquestioning encouragement and support.
Finally, the talented Ian Vaile was kind enough to make some valuable edits to my drafty words - thank you!
Note: All photos in this article attributable to the author unless indicated otherwise in the related caption.
Life is either a daring adventure or nothing. Avoiding danger is no safer in the long run than exposure. To keep our
faces toward change and behave like free spirits in the presence of fate is strength undefeatable.
Helen Keller
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Can’t Paddle - Can Zoom
Photo : Graham Weeks

Winter Roll Nights - Cancelled
due to COVID-19, but we sure
love the end of season Pizza
nights. Looking foward to the
next time......

April

Fleurieu
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Bittangabee Banquet
Whale Weekend 2019

OK, so what is it with whales that you never get tired of
seeing them? We stand on the headlands with binoculars oohing and ahhing at their jumps for hours and
hours! It might be cold and windy but we stand there
watching them! Fantastic!
For me I think it’s their awe-inspiring size, their ignorance of us in kayaks as they migrate up and down
our coast and their gentleness! Considering their huge
jumps all over the ocean, I have never heard of one of
these leviathans crashing down on an ocean paddler.
THAT is a good thing considering that we get really really close to them!
We’ve run a quite a few Bittangabee Banquets now and
all have been great fun. We’ve got out to sea on each
weekend and seen whales…and I’d have to say that this
year we got amongst more whales than ever before!
Maybe that aligns with scientist claims that Humpback
Whale numbers are now almost at their pre-whaling
levels. That is a good thing!
This year on the Saturday about 15 of us paddled
north. Some turned back at Saltwater Creek as a wind
from the south came up. Most went on to Mowarry
and faced a good punch into the wind on the return.
Whales were all around them on the way back. On sun-

ny Sunday we paddled south to Green Cape on a dead
flat sea, again with whales surfacing here there and everywhere.
Bittangabee is a small bay in Ben Boyd National Park
about 5 kms north of Green Cape. What’s special
about this bay is that it offers a gentle beach launch
BUT with non-surf access onto the ocean while being
big enough for a skills session or two if the ocean is
too lumpy!
Back in the 1830s when bulk goods were transported
by ship, Bittangabee Bay served as a landing port for
the Imlay brothers who had farming leases in the area.
Evidence of their settlement at Bittangabee is still visible around the bay and along the walking tracks.
The camping area at Bittangabee is very spacious with
lots of room for campers and special areas for caravanners. We like the big undercover area there which
is where we set up for our Sat. night banquet.
I suppose the two good things from a kayak whale
watching point of view is that the Green Cape “peninsula” sticks well out to the east and the water in close
is deep. Whales seem to “hit” the coast here and stay in
close. Very convenient for paddlers indeed!
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We run the Bittangabee weekend in mid October with
some weeks between it and the VSKC AGM. October
and November are the peak whale watching months
on the NSW south coast.
But what would whale watching be without good food
on Saturday night! We eat “banquet style” for Saturday
night dinner. We set up our tables and stoves and cook
mouth watering dishes with some extra to share. Everyone wanders around and tastes what others have
to offer. It’s pretty bloody good I can tell you!
This year after dinner, we turned Vincent “Bob Dyer”
Weafer loose with his somewhat chaotic trivia quiz.
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The Vics won but as I write that is subject to a protest!
Because of the flat water access onto the ocean, we cater for all paddler skill levels on the weekend. It’s easy
to venture out a little and return to the shelter of the
bay.
If you’ve never been to a Bittangabee Weekend, put it
in your diary for 2020! Maybe plan to stay an extra day
or so too! Bring good food, your camera and prepare
to be amazed by these gentle giants.

Bittangabee - Words and Photos David Winkworth
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